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Abstract

Alchemical free energy methods are playing a growing role in molecular design, both for 

computer-aided drug design of small molecules and for computational protein design. Multisite 

λ dynamics (MSλD) is a uniquely scalable alchemical free energy method that enables more 

efficient exploration of combinatorial alchemical spaces encountered in molecular design, but 

simulations have typically been limited to a few hundred ligands or sequences. Here we focus 

on coupling between sites to enable scaling to larger alchemical spaces. We first discuss updates 

to the biasing potentials that facilitate MSλD sampling to include coupling terms and show that 

this can provide more thorough sampling of alchemical states. We then harness coupling between 

sites by developing a new free energy estimator based on the Potts models underlying direct 

coupling analysis, a method for predicting contacts from sequence coevolution, and find it yields 

more accurate free energies than previous estimators. The sampling requirements of the Potts 

model estimator scale with the square of the number of sites, a substantial improvement over the 

exponential scaling of the standard estimator. This opens up exploration of much larger alchemical 

spaces with MSλD for molecular design.
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Introduction

Alchemical free energy methods are an exciting class of molecular simulation techniques 

that allow calculation of relative free energies for problems including protein-ligand 

binding,1–4 protein folding,5–8 pH-driven protonation events,9–14 host-guest binding,15,16 

and small molecule solvation.17,18 Among these diverse problems, computing binding free 

energies for computer-aided drug design (CADD)19–21 and computing changes in stability 

for computational protein design22,23 are becoming increasingly relevant for molecular 

design.

In order to maximize the impact of alchemical free energy methods on molecular design 

projects, it is essential to be able to explore large ligand chemical spaces and large protein 

sequence spaces. The accuracy of alchemical methods for CADD has been well established 

in retrospective studies when the experimental result is known,1,2 proven in prospective 

studies when it is not,19 and streamlined for commercial use.20,24,25 For alchemical methods 

to contribute to industrial scale CADD, it is necessary to computationally screen an 

order of magnitude more ligands than can be synthesized, which equates to thousands of 

candidate molecules.26,27 Alchemical methods are less developed in the context of protein 

design, but there are reports of impressive accuracy and early successes.5–8,22,23 Protein 

design often involves optimization at dozens of amino acid positions,28 which requires 

searching through truly astronomical numbers of sequences. Beyond protein design, there 

is substantial experimental interest in these combinatorial sequence spaces for insight into 

epistasis and protein evolution.29–31

Among alchemical free energy methods, multisite λ dynamics (MSλD) is uniquely 

well suited for exploring large combinatorial alchemical spaces relevant in CADD and 

computational protein design. While many free energy methods like free energy perturbation 

(FEP),32 thermodynamic integration (TI),33 and non-equilibrium fast growth TI34–36 require 

a set of simulations to compare a single pair of ligands in chemical space or a pair of 

sequences in sequence space, a single set of MSλD simulations allows comparison of 

combinatorial chemical and sequence spaces arising from several perturbations at several 

sites.37,38 Consequently, MSλD has previously been used to explore spaces of hundreds of 

ligands3,20 or sequences.7

While MSλD is ideally suited to explore large combinatorial spaces, two technical 

limitations related to coupling between sites have prevented exploration of spaces larger 
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than several hundred ligands or sequences. In this work, coupling refers to interactions 

between sites (pairwise or higher order) that prevent the free energy of sequences or ligands 

from being broken down into an independent contribution from each site. The first technical 

limitation is that converged free energy estimates by MSλD require many spontaneous 

transitions between ligands or sequences within the alchemical space, so an adaptive 

landscape flattening (ALF) algorithm is used to optimize a biasing potential that flattens 

barriers in alchemical space;7,39 however, ALF currently treats each site as independent. 

As the number of sites increases, couplings between sites focus excessive sampling on 

some favorable combinations of perturbations, while preventing sampling of other mutually 

exclusive pairs of perturbations. Second, MSλD utilizes a histogram-based free energy 

estimator that includes all higher order couplings and determines the relative free energy 

of a ligand or sequence from the fraction of time the alchemical coordinates are within a 

threshold of that particular ligand or sequence. As the alchemical space grows, more of 

the time is spent in irrelevant alchemical intermediates rather than the alchemical endpoints 

corresponding to ligands or sequences. Even if measures are taken to minimize time spent 

in alchemical intermediates, the time is split between more states, so sampling requirements 

grow at least linearly with the number of ligands or sequences considered, or exponentially 

with the number of sites.

Consequently, new techniques for ALF and free energy estimation are required to enable 

sampling of much larger alchemical spaces. Therefore, we include additional bias terms 

in the bias optimized by ALF to overcome the sampling difficulties caused by pairwise 

coupling between sites. We then harness these pairwise couplings by introducing a Potts 

model free energy estimator that has been repurposed from predictions of protein contacts 

with direct coupling analysis.40–42 The Potts model estimator includes only single site terms 

and pairwise couplings between sites, and sacrifices higher order couplings that tend to be 

small and noisy, in order to substantially reduce sampling requirements. We demonstrate that 

including coupling bias terms in ALF can significantly improve the quality of the biasing 

potential in repeated production runs of a previously studied protein perturbation system, 

T4 lysozyme,7 as quantified by a factor of 2 to 5 decrease in the number of sequences 

that are not sampled. We further show that the Potts model estimator gives superior results 

to the histogram-based estimator and a recently proposed independent site estimator20 on 

several multisite T4 lysozyme systems7 and on two multisite drug binding systems.3,20 

Finally, we find that in contrast to the exponential scaling of the histogram-based estimator, 

the Potts model estimator sampling requirements scale with the square of the number of 

sites or better, depending on the choice of convergence criteria. These advances will enable 

exploration of much larger chemical and sequence spaces with MSλD and have already 

found use in an ongoing study of a space of 32768 sequences arising from mutations at 15 

sites in ribonuclease H.

Theoretical Methods

Basics of MSλD

Alchemical free energy methods all make use of thermodynamic cycles like the two shown 

in Figure 1. Taking ligand binding as an example, the relative free energy of binding can be 
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expressed as the difference of two physical processes (horizontal arrows) or two alchemical 

processes (vertical arrows):

Δ Δ Gbinding(L1 L2) = Δ Gbinding(L2) − Δ Gbinding(L1)
= Δ Gbound(L1 L2) − Δ Gunbound(L1 L2) (1)

Because physical processes such as binding or folding are much slower than the time scales 

accessible with molecular dynamics simulation, alchemical free energy methods evaluate the 

free energies of the two vertical processes, typically by introducing a coupling parameter λ 
into the potential energy function U.

In MSλD, the single dimensional coupling parameter can be generalized to a higher 

dimensional alchemical space allowing combinatorial permutations of perturbations at M 
different sites

U = U0 + ∑
s = 1

M
∑
i = 1

Ns
λsi Usi + ∑

s = 1

M
∑

t = s + 1

M
∑
i = 1

Ns
∑
j = 1

Nt
λsi λtj Usi, tj + Ubias( λ ) (2)

where λsi is the λ coefficient for site s, substituent i, Ns is the number of substituents at 

site s, U0 are interactions of environment atoms not involved in the perturbation, Usi are 

interactions of atoms at site s substituent i among themselves and with the environment, and 

Usi,tj are interactions between atoms at two different sites s and t. Substituent bonded terms 

are often not scaled by λ, and in the present work, bonds, angles, and improper dihedrals 

of substituents appear in U0 and only proper dihedrals of substituents are included in Usi. 

(See Reference 8 for a discussion of when this is necessary or appropriate.) Equation 2 has 

been generalized to include particle mesh Ewald electrostatics;12,43,44 generalizations for 

implicit solvent or polarizable forcefields should be possible, but have not been described. 

The alchemical λ degrees of freedom fluctuate according to implicit constraints,

λsi = exp c sin θsi

∑j
Nsexp c sin θsj

(3)

where the θsi degrees of freedom are propagated analogously to the spatial degrees of 

freedom, and c is typically set to 5.5.45 Consequently, the alchemical degrees of freedom can 

become trapped in favorable regions of alchemical space, so a bias Ubias that is a function 

of the λ  state of the system is added to the potential and tuned to flatten the landscape and 

prevent trapping.

Adaptive Landscape Flattening of Coupled Biases

Adaptive Landscape Flattening (ALF) was introduced to tune the biasing potential in an 

automated fashion to optimize sampling,39 and was subsequently updated to utilize a 

linearized least squares approach that allows ALF to be easily extended to new biasing 

potentials.7 Briefly, several free energy profiles are computed as a function of alchemical 
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coordinates, and precomputed reference profiles for ideal flat landscapes are subtracted. 

For each bin in each profile, the square of the deviation from the average value of the 

profile is added to a penalty function. Consequently, the penalty function is minimized for a 

flat landscape when all bins in each profile have the same free energy. A flat landscape 

accelerates convergence of free energy estimates both through barrierless transitions 

between end states and through even sampling of end states.

To optimize the bias, the linear dependence of the profiles on the bias parameters is 

computed, and the penalty function is minimized with respect to the bias parameters 

based on this linear approximation, (see Supporting Information for mathematical details). 

Previously, ALF treated sites as completely independent in two ways. First, the biasing 

potentials in Equations 4–7 below only included single site terms for which s = t. Second, in 

bias optimization, the derivatives representing the change in profiles at one site with respect 

to biases at another site were approximated as zero. We denote this previous approach as 

fully independent ALF. Several sequences failed to sample during simulations of multisite 

mutants in a previous study of T4 lysozyme,7 and further analysis revealed this was partially 

due to coupling between sites, where free energy differences between substituents at one site 

depend on the substituent at another site.

To capture coupling between pairs of sites, several modifications to ALF are tested. As a 

first alternative, the original bias with no intersite coupling terms is used, but additional 

free energy profiles that are functions of alchemical coordinates at multiple sites may be 

included. We further account for coupling during bias optimization by explicitly computing 

and including the derivatives describing the change in profiles at one site with respect 

to changes in bias parameters at another site, which we call coupling aware ALF. This 

may result in identification of better bias parameters, but cannot actually flatten the 

coupling between sites to give a landscape in which free energy differences at one site 

are independent of substituents other sites.

To flatten coupling between sites requires biases that are functions of alchemical coordinates 

at multiple sites, so the biasing potentials are generalized to the following forms

V Fixed = ∑
s

M
∑

i

Ns
ϕsi λsi (4)

V Quad = ∑
s

M
∑

i

Ns
∑

t

M
∑

j

Nt
ψsi, tj λsi λtj (5)

V Skew = ∑
s

M
∑

i

Ns
∑

t

M
∑

j

Nt
χsi, tj λtj 1 − exp − λsi /σ (6)
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V End = ∑
s

M
∑

i

Ns
∑

t

M
∑

j

Nt
ωsi, tj λtj λsi / α + λsi (7)

where σ = 0.18, α = 0.017, and si = tj terms are omitted. Previous work has shown the 

shape of various components of the free energy profiles, and thus of the biases needed to 

flatten them, is relatively consistent, and only the amplitudes, ϕ, ψ, χ, and ω, change.7,39 

The VFixed term can be tuned to ensure that each substituent at a site is sampled equally,39,46 

while the VQuad can remove the bulk of the barriers to alchemical transitions between 

substituents.39 The forms of the two remaining terms were determined by heuristic fitting 

of free energy barriers. The VEnd term is needed to account for deep traps near alchemical 

endpoints that are partially due to the free energy cost of displacing solvent as a substituent 

turns on;39 this term removed the need to use an implicit constraint parameter of c = 2.5 to 

avoid becoming trapped at the endpoints that was observed in Reference 47. While ALF did 

not initially utilize VSkew,39 its was subsequently found to give improved fits to free energy 

profiles when using soft-core interactions.7

While the intersite ψ terms are essential for capturing coupling, the intersite χ and ω terms 

tend to be small, but can drift to large values as a group to cover deficiencies in the bias 

that ought to be corrected by adjusting the intrasite χ and ω terms. Two different approaches 

were taken to keep the intersite χ and ω terms small. First, the regularization term in the 

ALF algorithm was modified to restrain these terms to remain close to zero (see Supporting 

Information), which we call ψ, χ, ω coupling ALF. Alternatively, since the computational 

cost of the least squares approach for ALF scales like the number of biases, we set χsi,tj = 

ωsi,tj = 0 for s ≠ t, which cuts the number of intersite biases by a factor of five, and which 

we call only ψ coupling ALF. For the systems considered here, ALF is fast, and MSλD 

simulations, whose computational cost has negligible dependence on the number of biases,48 

are rate limiting. However, for larger alchemical systems, ALF may become rate limiting, 

and utilizing only ψ coupling ALF may improve generalizability to these larger alchemical 

spaces.

Free Energy Estimators and Potts Models

Historically, free energy differences are estimated from MSλD simulations by binning 

states above a λc cutoff, but in this work, three estimators are considered: the original 

histogram-based estimator, the Potts model estimator, and the independent site estimator.

The histogram-based estimator counts the number of times each ligand is sampled, 

Boltzmann inverts the populations, and corrects for the biasing potentials.7,38,46 A ligand 

is considered to be sampled during a frame if λ for each substituent is greater than the λc 

cutoff, usually chosen to be 0.99. λc is chosen to be close to 1 to minimize errors due to the 

finite width of the bin.49,50 The relative free energy of an alchemical state u is then given by

Δ GH(u) = − Ubias λ u − kBT ln ∫ dt ∏
s = 1

M
Θ λsus (t) − λc (8)
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up to an arbitrary additive constant, where Ubias λ u  is the value of the biasing potential 

at the position in alchemical space λ u corresponding to sequence or ligand u, us is the 

particular substituent present in a sequence or ligand at site s, λsus (t) is the trajectory that 

alchemical coordinate takes during a simulation, Θ is the heaviside function, and integration 

over time is approximated by a discrete sum of samples from the simulation.

As mentioned in the introduction, the sampling requirements of the histogram-based free 

energy estimator scale exponentially with the number of perturbation sites. In exchange for 

this high cost, the estimator can in principle be used to calculate all higher order couplings 

between sites. Exponential scaling occurs as the product of two factors. First the number 

of sequences or ligands scales exponentially with the number of sites and each state must 

be visited repeatedly to estimate its free energy. Second, the fraction of the time the system 

spends in proximity to any of the ligands is called the fraction physical ligand (FPL) and 

determines how much of the simulation is useful for estimating free energies (see Supporting 

Information for a deeper discussion of FPL). As the number of sites increases, the FPL 

decreases exponentially with the number of sites, because it is more likely that at least one 

site will be in an alchemical intermediate state. Raising the FPL has the effect of decreasing 

the base of the exponential scaling of the estimator and can substantially improve scaling.

Several approaches have previously been used to increase the FPL, including increasing 

the c constant in the implicit constraints,3,45 adding a small barrier between alchemical 

endpoints,3 or variable biasing replica exchange,7 but these techniques decrease numerical 

stability, slow convergence by lowering transition rates, or increase the computational cost, 

respectively. The implicit constraints affect FPL and numerical stability by controlling how 

sharply λ and the potential energy change as a function of θ. The default value for c is 

5.5; a lower value of 2.5 has been used to prevent trapping before Equation 7,47 but does 

not approach alchemical endpoints closely enough to give accurate results; higher values 

up to 15.5 were found to improve FPL, while further increases degraded results.3 Adding a 

small barrier between alchemical endpoints increases FPL, but lowers transition rates, and a 

previous study balanced these effects by increasing all intrasite ψ terms by 2 kcal/mol and 

all intrasite ω terms by 0.5 kcal/mol to give a 1 kcal/mol barrier.3 Alternatively, in biasing 

potential replica exchange, some replicas have higher barriers to increase FPL, while others 

have lower barriers to encourage transitions, but the computational cost is proportional to the 

number of replicas.7 In this work, some simulations use standard parameters (c = 5.5 and 

no barrier) to test the ability of the estimators to contend with low FPL, while others follow 

the endpoint focused parameter choices in Reference 3 (c = 15.5 and a 1 kcal/mol barrier) to 

maintain reasonable FPL.

Because the histogram-based estimator requires undesirable accommodations to maintain a 

high FPL, and does not scale well to large alchemical spaces even if these accommodations 

are made, an alternative estimator is desirable. The Potts model is borrowed from DCA as a 

simplifying approximation.41,42,51 The Potts model neglects third and higher order coupling 

between sites by assuming the free energy only depends on the substituent us at site s due to 

one-body terms called “fields” (hs) and two-body terms capturing interactions between sites 

s and t called “couplings” (Jst):
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UPotts(u) = ∑
s = 1

M
ℎs us + 1

2 ∑
s

M
∑
t ≠ s

M
Jst us, ut (9)

The probability of observing any sequence is then

P (u) = 1
Z exp −βUPotts(u) (10)

where Z = ∑u exp(−βUPotts(u)), and β = 1/kBT. In DCA, P(u) is fit to the distribution of 

extant sequences in a multiple sequence alignment, and T corresponds to some selection 

temperature.52,53 In MSλD, P(u) is fit to the distribution of alchemical states observed 

during the simulation, and T is the temperature the simulation was run at. An additional 

state us is included for each site s for the alchemical intermediates, when no λsi is greater 

than λc. For the alchemical spaces considered in this work, UPotts(u) is determined using 

log-likelihood maximization with Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno quasi-Newton 

optimization, where the log-likelihood is given by

L(ℎ, J) = log Z − ∑
s

M
∑

i

Ns + 1
fsiℎs(i)−

1
2 ∑

s

M
∑

t

M
∑

i

Ns + 1
∑

j

Nt + 1
fsi, tjJst(i, j)

+ kℎ
2 ∑

ℎ
ℎs(i)2 + kJ

2 ∑
J

Jst(i, j)2
(11)

fsi = ∫ dt Θ λsi (t) − λc (12)

fsi, tj = ∫ dt Θ λsi (t) − λc Θ λtj (t) − λc (13)

where fsi and fsi,tj are the first and second moments, or the probability of observing a 

particular perturbation or pair of perturbations with λ greater than λc during the simulation, 

the sum on i runs to Ns + 1 due to the inclusion of a state for the alchemical intermediates, 

and the final two terms are included for regularization with kh = kJ = 10−6β. For alchemical 

spaces exceeding roughly a billion ligands or sequences, calculation of Z is not practical, 

and pseudolikelihood maximization is required instead.42,54 Free energies can be calculated 

from hs(i) and Jst(i, j) using Equation 9 and correcting for the biasing potentials, with 

uncertainties estimated by bootstrapping between independent simulations.

Δ GP(u) = − Ubias λ u + UPotts(u) (14)
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Finally, a recent MSλD study noted that treating each site as independent, evaluating the 

free energies for each site with the histogram-based estimator, and then summing the free 

energies at each site gave superior results to the full histogram-based estimator.20

Δ GI(u) = − Ubias λ u − kBT ln ∏
s = 1

M ∫ dt Θ λsus (t) − λc (15)

This approach goes further than the Potts model estimator, and also sacrifices pairwise 

two-body couplings between sites, retaining only one-body terms. The success of the 

independent site estimator relative to the histogram-based estimator is likely due to 

decreased noise, and merits comparison with the Potts model estimator.

Systems

Three systems were used to test ALF with intersite biases and the various estimators. These 

systems were chosen because they were the largest alchemical spaces previously studied 

with MSλD, which allowed the study to focus on difficulties sampling and estimating free 

energy in large alchemical spaces within familiar systems.

Large couplings were first observed in the previously studied multisite systems from T4 

lysozyme (T4L) with the natural disulfide removed (C54T/C97A),7 so these systems were 

explored first. T4L calculations were run with 3 mutating sites with 2×2×2 = 8 sequences, 4 

mutating sites with 2×2×3×2 = 24 sequences, and 5 mutating sites with 3×5×4×2×2 = 240 

sequences (Supporting Information Figure S1 and Table S3). Simulations were run starting 

from the PDB 1L63 crystal structure,55 and compared with experimental data compiled in 

Reference 56.

To assess the usefulness of these techniques for CADD, two ligand binding systems 

were also considered: a system of 8 × 8 × 8 = 512 HIV reverse transcriptase (HIV-RT) 

indole based inhibitors that had been studied previously,3 and a new set of 5 × 7 × 

7 = 245 p38 inhibitors similar to a smaller set of inhibitors studied previously20 (see 

Supporting Information). Initial coordinates for the HIV-RT simulations were obtained 

from the PDB 4MFB crystal structure57 and the full system was truncated, as done 

previously, to focus sampling on the non-nucleoside binding site.3,58 Experimental data 

was taken from reference 57. The p38 protein system was built from the PDB 3FLY 

crystal structure,59 mirroring what has been done previously in the field.1 Experimental 

data was taken from reference 59. In both ligand binding systems, the ligands were built 

in Chimera,60 parametrized with the MATCH atom-typing tool to obtain CGenFF small 

molecule parameters,61 and modeled as a multiple topology model for use with MSλD.

Simulation Details

System setup and simulation details have been described previously.3,7 Preliminary 

simulations using variable biasing potential replica exchange7 were performed with both 

force switching (FSWITCH)62 and particle mesh Ewald (PME) electrostatics43,44 using 

the MSλD PME formalism derived by Shen and coworkers,12 which scales substituent 

charges by λ. These simulations clearly demonstrated that PME results improved with 
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longer sampling times while FSWITCH results degraded with longer sampling times, so 

FSWITCH was abandoned, and PME was used exclusively for the remaining simulations 

(see Supporting Information). Rather than use biasing potential replica exchange3,47 or 

variable biasing potential replica exchange7 to improve sampling, we instead chose to use an 

implicit constraint c parameter of 15.5 and apply a small barrier to the biasing potentials as 

described above. Simulations were run using the newly developed BLaDE MSλD engine48 

in CHARMM,63,64 because this is roughly 5-6 times faster than the DOMDEC module of 

CHARMM.65 Flattening protocols are described in detail in the Supporting Information.

Results

Coupling in Adaptive Landscape Flattening

In order to demonstrate the benefits of including coupling terms in the adaptive landscape 

flattening algorithm, the folded side of the 5 site T4L system was flattened with various 

ALF methods. A limited amount of sampling, 5 independent trials of 20 ns each, was 

utilized so that not all sequences would be visited, and differences between the number of 

sequences visited would highlight differences in the quality of the biasing potentials. The 

thoroughness of sampling was quantified by the number of sequences sampled in any of 

the 5 independent trials, which is required for histogram-based free energy estimates (Table 

1). The average number sampled per trial and the number sampled by all trials, which are 

less indicative of sampling quality, were also computed (Supporting Information Table S6). 

After initial flattening, production runs of 5 × 20 ns were performed 20 times with bias 

optimization after each production run, and statistics (mean and standard error of mean) 

were collected from the last 15 production runs to allow the biases some time to converge 

(Table 1). We note that the number of states visited reflects more traditional measures of bias 

potential quality such as evenness of sampling all sequences and the rate of transition into 

less favorable sequence states.

The results in Table 1 reveal that ALF methods that optimize coupling terms in the biases 

give significantly superior results to ALF methods that do not. For endpoint focused 

systems, subtracting the numbers in the Table 1 from 240 indicates methods without 

coupling failed to sample 14.7 ± 1.6 or 14.2 ± 1.6 sequences in any trial, while methods with 

coupling only failed to sample 6.0 ± 1.7 or 3.3 ± 0.6 sequences. For the two methods that do 

not include coupling terms, fully independent ALF, which analyzes each site independently, 

gave statistically indistinguishable sampling with coupling aware ALF, which optimizes all 

sites simultaneously without any intersite coupling. For the two methods that do include 

coupling terms, optimizing ψ, χ, and ω terms seemed to perform better with the standard 

parameters, while only optimizing ψ seemed to perform better with the endpoint focused 

parameters, but these differences may be due to statistical variation.

Two factors account for the differences between the two ALF methods including bias 

potential coupling terms and the two that lack it. First, the coupling biases enable more 

even sampling between all sequences, and second, because the sampling is more even, the 

biases for subsequent runs can be estimated better, which results in further improvements in 

sampling in subsequent production runs.
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While the ALF methods which include coupling biasing terms give better sampling, in the 

subsequent sections evaluating free energy estimators, we utilize coupling aware ALF, which 

includes no coupling terms, in order to be able to compare the independent site estimator 

along with the Potts model and histogram-based estimators.

Free Energy Estimator Accuracy

To evaluate the three different free energy estimators, five independent 100 ns (5 × 100 

ns) simulations of the T4L systems were compared against long 5 × 500 ns reference 

simulations, and 12 × 50 ns ligand binding simulations were compared against 12 × 500 

ns reference simulations (Table 2). Each estimator was applied to the same simulation data, 

and both endpoint focused simulations with c = 15.5 and a 1 kcal/mol barrier and standard 

simulations with c = 5.5 and no barrier were examined as described above. These parameters 

were chosen to access performance of each estimator under both ideal conditions with 

high FPL and standard parameter conditions with low FPL. Accuracy was assessed with 

the centered root mean squared error (cRMSE) of (⟨Δxi
2⟩ − ⟨Δxi⟩2)1/2, the mean unsigned 

error (MUE) of ⟨|Δxi|⟩i≠0, and the Pearson correlation (R), where Δxi is the free energy 

of a particular sequence or ligand i in a simulation with a particular estimator minus the 

reference free energy of that sequence or ligand in either a longer reference simulation 

or in experiment. Reference simulations were run with endpoint focused conditions and 

analyzed with the histogram-based estimator to preserve any higher order coupling and are 

an ideal point of comparison because they give an approximation of the correct answer for 

the force field. It is worth noting that these exhaustively sampled reference calculations 

were primarily possible because of the development of BLaDE, a significantly faster MSλD 

engine.48 Table 2 reveals that the Potts model estimator gives improved results over both the 

independent site estimator and the histogram-based estimator. The most accurate estimator 

is highlighted for each metric, and for the endpoint focused simulations, the Potts model 

estimator is best in 8 out of 15 cases, while for the standard simulations, the Potts model 

estimator is best in 13 out of 15 cases.

Agreement with the force field answer is the mark of a successful free energy estimator; 

however, because the reference simulations may not be fully converged to the force field 

answer, comparison with experiment is also a relevant test. Interestingly, when comparing 

to experimental data rather than a reference calculation, the Potts model estimator still 

maintains an advantage over the histogram-based estimator, but is comparable to the 

independent site estimator (Supporting Information Table S7). The Potts model estimator 

performs better on the protein mutations while the independent site estimator performs 

better on the ligand perturbations. This may be due to smaller and more noisy couplings 

for the ligand perturbations, especially in p38. Supporting Information Table S8 shows p38 

ligand perturbations have smaller root mean square couplings in the reference simulations, 

and their larger root mean square coupling in the shorter production simulations may be 

a source of error. This source of error could be anticipated from the root mean square 

uncertainty of the coupling parameters obtained from bootstrapping: p38 clearly exhibits the 

largest absolute uncertainty in the couplings, and the largest relative uncertainty at roughly 

half the root mean square coupling strength during production (Supporting Information 

Table S9). Other possible explanations beyond noise in the couplings include that the 
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experimental data points for the ligand include few (HIV-RT) or no (p38) perturbations at 

multiple sites that could highlight deficiencies in the independent site estimator and that 

amino acid parameters are better calibrated than ligand parameters, so the force field correct 

answer may deviate further from experiment for the ligand systems.

Overall, the Potts model estimator clearly outperforms the histogram-based estimator. In 

the smallest alchemical space, the T4L 3 site system, the histogram-based estimator gives 

marginally better results because of the thorough sampling of the small higher order 

couplings, but the improvements are small. In larger systems, the Potts model estimator 

gives better results because of decreased noise, and can still give robust free energy 

estimates when the histogram-based estimator fails because of insufficient sampling of the 

alchemical endpoints. The Potts model estimator also produces results in closer agreement 

with our estimate of the force field answer than the independent site estimator, which is the 

true test of a free energy estimator; however, the closer agreement of the independent site 

estimator with experimental results in ligand binding systems deserves further attention, as it 

may highlight deficiencies in our estimate of the force field answer.

Scaling of Potts Model Estimator

The Potts model estimator clearly gives improved results over the original histogram-based 

estimator at a reduced computational cost, but confidently applying this estimator to 

larger alchemical spaces requires an understanding of its scaling behavior. Therefore, we 

developed a simple numerical test system to assess scaling of the Potts model estimator.

In the test system, each site has Ns = 2 substituents, each substituent end state is equally 

probable, sites are uncoupled, and the ratio between substituent end states and alchemical 

intermediates is chosen to match that of a flat landscape with c = 5.5 and λc = 0.99. This 

reflects a molecular system with negligible three-site couplings for which ALF has run 

long enough to obtain converged biasing potentials that effectively flatten the alchemical 

landscape, including pairwise couplings. Monte Carlo sampling is used to generate between 

1000 and 64000 statistically independent samples for this ideal system; the amount of 

simulation time this corresponds to in a molecular system varies depending on the time 

scale of relaxation processes, but reveals the effects of increased sampling. Potts model 

estimates of the fields, couplings, and free energies are made with varying numbers of sites 

and varying numbers of samples, and the uncertainty of these values is determined from the 

standard deviation of fields, couplings, or free energies. By symmetry, all fields, couplings, 

or free energies for a particular number of sites and samples should only exhibit statistical 

variation around the same mean value. This mean value may differ from zero because 

alchemical intermediates have their own fields and couplings which are different from those 

of alchemical end states, but should be the same for all end states. Thus, the standard 

deviation of the free energy values for different states gives an estimate of the root mean 

square error or the uncertainty, and these terms will subsequently be used interchangeably.

Plotting the standard deviation as a function of sampling reveals that it decays like 

the square root of the amount of sampling as expected (Figure 3A). (By the central 

limit theorem, fluctuations in the average of uncorrelated measurements scale like N−1/2 

while fluctuations in the sum of uncorrelated measurements scale like N+1/2, where N is 
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the number of measurements.) Strikingly, the standard deviations of both the fields and 

couplings are constant as the number of sites increases (Figure 3B). This indicates that 

regardless of the number of sites in a molecular system, as long as ALF is converged and 

the relaxation time scales are the same, pairwise couplings between sites can be estimated 

with the same precision. The standard deviation of the free energy grows linearly with the 

number of sites (Figure 3B) as a direct consequence of the constant standard deviation of 

the couplings. The number of couplings contributing to any free energy value is proportional 

to M2, so the uncertainty in their sum is proportional to M, the number of sites. Similar 

arguments using the central limit theorem can show that the amount of sampling required 

to determine a single model parameter, the free energy difference of a point mutant, or the 

free energy difference of two arbitrary alchemical endpoints to a desired level of uncertainty 

scales like 1, M, or M2, respectively. This represents a substantial improvement over exp(M) 

scaling for the histogram-based estimator.

These scaling estimates are made for systems with Ns = 2 substituents. Sampling 

requirements are expected to scale like NsNt/FsFt for couplings between sites s and t, where 

Fs is the single-site FPL in Supporting Information Table S1, and like ∑s
M ∑t > s

M NsNt/FsFt
for overall free energy estimates if all sites have the same relaxation time scale. This is 

because roughly the same number of samples of a pair of substituents is expected to be 

required for a desired accuracy in the couplings, but the samples will be split between more 

pairs of substituents and alchemical intermediates. This may further indicate why the Potts 

model performed better in the protein systems than in the ligand systems: the number of 

substituents in the protein systems ranged from 2 to 5, while the number of substituents in 

the ligand systems ranged from 5 to 8.

In systems where three body couplings are important, one could generalize the Potts model 

to include three body terms. The uncertainty in the three body terms would be expected to 

be independent of the number of sites like the one body fields and the two body couplings, 

albeit with a larger prefactor, and since the number of three body terms included in any free 

energy estimate is proportional to the number of sites cubed, the uncertainty in free energy 

would be proportional to M3/2 and the sampling requirements would be proportional to M3.

Discussion

The objective of this study has been to enable studies of larger alchemical spaces for 

applications like CADD and computational protein design. Energetic coupling between 

sites has been at the core of this effort, both in adding coupling terms to the biasing 

potential to allow more even exploration of alchemical space, and in terms of a more 

scalable Potts model free energy estimator that includes significant pairwise couplings while 

ignoring typically negligible higher order couplings that bring higher levels of noise and 

computational expense to the histogram-based estimator. It is natural that couplings should 

be fundamentally connected to large scale studies with MSλD because the computational 

advantage of MSλD depends on the level of coupling between sites. If all sites are 

independent, MSλD provides a modest computational advantage because they can all be 

explored simultaneously, but the same information could be obtained from FEP calculations 

treating each site independently. In contrast, if sites are coupled, then the computational 
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advantage of MSλD is much greater, because obtaining the same information with FEP 

would require running a much larger set of simulations to observe all pairs of perturbations 

for pairwise couplings, and all combinations of perturbations for higher order couplings.

Pairwise couplings were observed for the T4L systems, which consisted of buried mutations 

in close contact, and in bound ligand simulations, where perturbations can shift a ligand 

within the binding pocket and create or release strain at other sites. Pairwise couplings were 

notably smaller in unbound ligand simulations (Table S8), suggesting coupling may play a 

lesser role in solvation free energies. Smaller pairwise couplings are also more likely for 

widely separated protein surface mutations. These considerations together with the success 

of the Potts estimator suggest that the pairwise couplings are necessary and sufficient for 

high accuracy in most cases.

Consequently, for systems with two or three sites where the user has reason to expect 

couplings, as well as in systems with more sites where even small couplings are likely to 

build up, it is advisable to use an ALF method with coupling terms in the bias potential, 

unless one intends to use the independent site estimator. In larger alchemical spaces, 

including only ψ coupling will provide a performance advantage over ψ, χ, and ω coupling.

The Potts model estimator provides several advantages over the histogram-based estimator 

for systems with three or more sites, (they are identical for two site systems), by improving 

the scaling of the sampling requirements as a function of the number of sites and relaxing 

the need to focus sampling on the alchemical endpoints. Previously, with the histogram-

based estimator, attaining sufficient FPL for systems with several sites was a major concern, 

and while increasing FPL can still be mildly helpful with the Potts model estimator due to 

the weak predicted dependence of sampling requirements on FPL, a more relevant metric 

for the quality of the results is the uncertainty in the Potts model couplings. In rare cases 

where the amount of sampling is large and large three body couplings are expected, the 

histogram-based estimator may still be useful. The Potts model estimator also provides 

several advantages over the independent site estimator by including pairwise couplings and 

allowing estimation of the uncertainty of the couplings with bootstrapping. While the error 

introduced by neglecting these couplings is unknown with the independent site estimator, 

the noise introduced by including them can be estimated with Potts model estimator, and if 

the uncertainties in the couplings are too large, one can fall back on the independent site 

estimator. In this case it may also be possible to increase the regularization constant kJ of 

the couplings in the Potts model estimator to reduce the magnitude of the couplings and the 

noise they contribute to free energy estimates.

These developments enable new questions to be asked that require exploration of larger 

alchemical spaces. An ongoing study in our group of the combinatorial sequence space 

arising from 15 concurrent mutations in ribonuclease H has already been mentioned, and 

other studies of protein design and protein epistasis involving dozens of mutations become 

possible. In the context of CADD, experimental studies rarely go beyond three perturbation 

sites, but these methods can reveal synergies between sites that may be overlooked by 

optimizing one site at a time as is typically done.59 Furthermore, studies of drug resistance 
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involving perturbations to both the binding pocket and the ligand become much more 

practical.

Conclusions

In this work we have provided an updated ALF framework and biasing potentials to 

overcome couplings between sites to enable more efficient sampling. We have also 

harnessed the couplings to develop a new Potts model free energy estimator that is more 

accurate than previous free energy estimators. The scaling requirements of the Potts model 

estimator are proportional to the square of the number of sites, which opens up much larger 

alchemical spaces useful for CADD and computational protein design.
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Figure 1: 
Alchemical free energy simulations for ligand binding and protein folding use similar free 

energy cycles. Because the horizontal physical processes (ΔGbinding and ΔGfolding) converge 

slowly, alchemical free energy methods take the difference of the two vertical alchemical 

processes, perturbing from L1 to L2 or S1 to S2 in each physical ensemble.
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Figure 2: 
The three systems used in the present study. (A) T4 lysozyme protein perturbations, 7 (B) 

HIV reverse transcriptase indole based inhibitors,3 and (C) p38 ligands.20
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Figure 3: 
(A) Root mean square error as a function of the number of independent samples, a proxy for 

the total amount of sampling time. The straight line and slope on a log-log plot indicate the 

error decays as the square root of the number of samples. (B) Root mean square error as a 

function of the number of sites. The error for the fields and couplings are both independent 

of the number of sites, while the error for free energy estimates grows linearly with the 

number of sites.
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Table 1:

Number of Sequences Sampled in Any of 5 Trials of 20 ns out of 240 Sequences in T4L 5 Site System

Fully Independent Coupling Aware ψ, χ, ω Coupling Only ψ Coupling

Endpoint Focused 
a 225.3 ± 1.6 225.8 ± 1.6 234.0 ± 1.7 236.7 ± 0.6

Standard Parameters 
b 151.0 ± 2.6 154.9 ± 3.2 199.6 ± 4.5 182.2 ± 4.0

a
c = 15.5 and 1 kcal/mol barrier

b
c = 5.5 and 0 kcal/mol barrier
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Table 2:

Free Energy Estimator Accuracy Relative to Reference Calculation

c = 15.5 c = 5.5

1 kcal/mol barrier No barrier

Estimator
a cRMSE MUE R cRMSE MUE R

T4L 3 Site System

Independent site 0.41 0.73 0.972 0.43 0.94 0.971

Potts model 0.22 0.38 0.994 0.07 0.07 0.999

Histogram-based 0.23 0.36 0.994 0.07 0.08 0.999

T4L 4 Site System

Independent site 0.53 0.59 0.923 0.70 0.64 0.896

Potts model 0.48 0.41 0.922 0.44 0.43 0.948

Histogram-based 0.51 0.41 0.922 0.46 0.51 0.940

T4L 5 Site System

Independent site 0.68 0.88 0.892 0.92 1.44 0.789

Potts model 0.59 0.46 0.924 0.55 0.57 0.933

Histogram-based - - - - - -

HIV-RT Inhibitors

Independent site 0.48 0.97 0.974 0.50 1.02 0.973

Potts model 0.30 0.26 0.990 0.37 0.29 0.985

Histogram-based 0.31 0.25 0.989 - - -

p38 Inhibitors

Independent site 0.36 0.87 0.958 0.45 0.90 0.945

Potts model 0.42 0.59 0.952 0.52 0.61 0.935

Histogram-based 0.46 0.54 0.942 - - -

a
The best estimator for each system and metric is highlighted in bold. If insufficient sampling is available to estimate free energies for all 

alchemical states with a particular estimator, a dash is displayed.
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